-Company ProfileHiroshima Television, affiliated with Nippon TV Network, is a terrestrial TV station
located in Hiroshima, a core city of the Chugoku region in Japan.
The station was established on September 1st in 1962. Since then we are providing
programs in Hiroshima prefecture to 1.5 million households or 3.8 million people.
In the weekday evening we are broadcasting information‐oriented variety program .
On the other hand sport program aired on every Sunday acquires support and trust
highly from our viewers due to wide coverage of spots activities from professional
baseball and soccer down to amateur tournaments. We are aiming to become
“indispensable TV station in Hiroshima” through various genre such as news,
documentary, sport live broadcasting, variety show and others.
Head office： 3‐5‐4, Futabanosato, Higashi‐ku, Hiroshima‐shi, Hiroshima, 732‐8575, Japan
Website ： http://www.htv.jp/
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-EntertainmentThe youth of today lack the ambition of yesteryear.
Is Japan’s economic clout destined to fade away?!
But even now, there are those that would stoke the flame of ambition...
the Bosses!
As TV personalities reach for such Bosses’ hearts, drawing out emotion
and raw humanity, we’ll discover the secret circumstances and methods
behind their success.
A variety show that takes you behind the curtain of industry, with
candid looks at workers and the Bosses who lead them!

-ContactReiko KANEKO
5-8-20, Ginza, Chuo-ku,
Tokyo, Japan
+81-3-3572-3581 rkaneko@htv.jp

Junichiro HAMANO
3-5-4, Futabanosato, Higashi-ku,
Hiroshima-shi, Hiroshima, Japan
hamano@htv.jp
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The incredibly curious Alice, another name for popular female
comedian Asako Itou, heads out to Hiroshima and the towns
around it to uncover previously unknown hot spots, cuisine, and
trips. Enjoy the themes of the season with her!
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It started as a toy, and now it’s a sport popular the world over –
the Kendama.
In July, 2014, the first Kendama World Cup was held in the land
of its birth, Hiroshima’s city of Hatsukaichi.
You won’t want to miss the growing Kendama movement and
the stunning performances that it brings!
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One of the travelers will predict how the other will react to the
trick!
If their bond is truly deep, they should be able to easily predict
the other's reaction, right? This travel variety show is an
exercise in finding out just how solid its participants’
relationships are!

Tokyo is filled with local specialty shops where one can buy
ingredients and souvenirs from each of Japan’s prefectures!
In this program, we’ll supply famous chefs with unique
ingredients from the Hiroshima and Gunma prefectures for
impromptu cook-offs! What kind of dish will it turn into?

-Food-

-TravelTHE PATH LESS TAKEN
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Japan’s prefectures often fight for presence boasting of specialty
foods and ingredients. Sometimes these specialties overlap,
forming rivals. In this gourmet variety show, both sides compare
and praise each other's specialties while the home team
provides the utmost in hospitality to gain their rival's
acknowledgement!
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Sure, we’d like to see famous tourism spots in the Chugoku
region, but there must be deeper spots out there!
With this expectation in mind, we travel about, maybe finding a
hidden treasure of a place or two!
Enjoy solo journeys through four famous spots!
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What makes the goods and famous products of Hiroshima great?
What are the secrets to its successful businesses?
Presenting the best things “Made in Hiroshima”, showing off fine
techniques, food, and culture to Japan and the world.
We’ll search for the origin stories of Hiroshima businesses and
rediscover what makes Hiroshima great.
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The world’s first original anime to star fried chicken, from
Hiroshima Television Corporation!
Yamada works at a certain company in Hiroshima. At lunch, he
opens his lunch box to find an exceedingly overfamiliar piece of
fried chicken, talking to him in the Hiroshima dialect…
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Hiroshima City's Peace Memorial Park used to be a town called
Nakajima, a sprawling settlement of houses with 4400 people.
Kouji Kikkawa, the child of an atomic bomb victim with roots in
a Nakajima inn, returns to revisit the past and seek memories of
the lost town.

-HistoryAgeta the Talking Fried Chicken
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Taira no Kiyomori:
A Modern‐Minded Samurai
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Taira no Kiyomori would have been 900 years old this year.
In this documentary, Kenichiro Mogi(neuroscientist), an architect
and a specialist in economics look at the inspiration that drove
him.

